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[EXPERIENTIA VOL. XlII /9] thus stretching the arterial walls in which-these receptors are located. Experimental evidence showed, indeed, that if deformation 0f the baroreceptive arterial walls by a rise of arterial pressure was prevented, the baroreceptors did not respond to the rise of pressure 2. These experimental observations suggested that the responses of the baroreceptive arterial walls to pressure could play an important role in the mechanism of blood pressure homeostasis.
This suggestion has been investigated in our laboratory a. Experiments Showed that an increase of tension of the baroreceptive arterial walls and, thus, an increase of pressure-response of the baroreeeptive carotid sinus and aortic arterial walls induced by local application to the baroreceptive arterial walls of drugs, such as epinephrine, norepinephrine, serotonine or vasopressine, provokes a 'resetting' of the baroreceptive mechanisms of blood pressure regulation from normal to lower levels. Decrease of intramural tension and pressure-response of the baroreceptive arterial walls induced by local application of drugs such as papaverine, priscoline or nitrite, provokes, on the contrary, a 'resetting' of the baroreceptive mechanisms of blood pressure regulation from normal to higher levels.
Experiments performed on the isolated carotid sinus preparation also showed 4 that epinephrine and norepinephrine increase the pressure-response of the arterial wall and decrease their distensibility to steady and pulsatile pressures.
Further experiments also disclosed that an increased intramural tension of the arterial wall, induced into the empty but baroreceptive normal innervated carotid sinus areas, also provokes a stimulation of the baroreceptors and thus a reflex fall of arterial pressure.
These experimental observations thus showed that the pressure-response of the baroreceptive arterial walls and the degree of their intramural tension or intramural stretch or distorsion plays a fundamental role in the physiological mechanisms of blood pressure homeostasis.
Under normM conditions the degree of intramural tension, stretch or distorsion ol the baroreceptive arterial Walls depends on the level of arterial pressure, and mainly on the pressure-response of the baroreeeptive arterial wails themselves, thus on the resistance of the baroreceptive arteriat walls to deformation by the intravascular.pressure. Therefore, any alteration in pressureresponse of the baroreceptive aortic and carotid sinus arterial walls will induce a 'resetting' of the blood pressure homeostasis to lower or to higher pressure levels. The biological condition of the baroreceptive arterial walls, thus, plays a fundamental role in the mechanisms of blood pressure regulation. The biological condition and, thus, the response of the baroreceptive arterial walls to pressure are, indeed, more important than the level of pressure itself for the physiological mechanisms of blood pressure homeostasis. A decrease of intramural tension and resistance to distension of the arterial baroreceptive arterial walls, would induce a shift to a higher 'set' of baroreceptor function, a 'resetting' of the responses of the baroreceptors from the normal to a higher pressure level. Consequently, a higher arterial pressure would be necessary to provoke a response of the arterial pressure, buffering mechanisms. This condition could be an important component in the mechanisms of arterial hypertension. Experiments of our laboratory s support this suggestion, as they show that in chronic renal hypertension provoked in dogs, the arterial pressure is 'reset' from high to normal or low levels when the intramural tension and the pressure-response of the baroreceptive arterial walls is increased.
Recent experimental observations of McCuBBIN, GREEN, and PAGE s are also in agreement with our hypothesis. They measured baroreceptor responses by means of electroneurograms in normotensive and chronically hypertensive dogs, and showed that the baroreceptor mechanisms are, indeed, reset to the hypertensive pressure level in animals with chronic renal hypertension and that the buffer baroreceptive reflexes tend to maintain, rather than to prevent, the chronic phase of renal hypertension and are, presumably, an important component in the mechanisms of chronic renal hypertension.
Let us hope that still more detailed information concerning the physiological mechanisms of blood pressure homeostasis, mainly concerning the factors maintaining or affecting the intramural tension and the pressure-response of the baroreceptive arterial walls, will also provide more definite information concerning the origin and mechanism of hypertension.
Rdsumd
L'auteur r6sume les m6canismes de l'hom6ostasie physiologique de la pression art6rielle et indique que la r4action ~ la pression intravasculaire des parois art6-rielles barosensibles constitue un facteur pr6dominant de la r6gulation r6flexe de la pression art6rielle. Une 616vation du seuil d'excitabilit6 des parois art6rielles barosensibles pourrait constituer un 616ment causal important de l'hypertension art6rielle.
